Limit-average automata are weighted automata on infinite words that use average to aggregate the weights seen in infinite runs. We study approximate learning problems for limit-average automata in two settings: passive and active. In the passive learning case, we show that limit-average automata are not PAC-learnable as samples must be of exponential-size to provide (with good probability) enough details to learn an automaton. We also show that the problem of finding an automaton that fits a given sample is NP-complete. In the active learning case, we show that limit-average automata can be learned almost-exactly, i.e., we can learn in polynomial time an automaton that is consistent with the target automaton on almost all words. On the other hand, we show that the problem of learning an automaton that approximates the target automaton (with perhaps fewer states) is NP-complete. The abovementioned results are shown for the uniform distribution on words. We briefly discuss learning over different distributions. 
Introduction
Quantitative verification has been proposed to verify non-Boolean system properties such as performance, energy consumption, fault-tolerance, etc. There are two main challenges in applying quantitative verification in practice. First, formalization of quantitative properties is difficult as specifications are given directly as weighted automata, which extend finite automata with weights on transitions [18, 15] . Quantitative logics, which could facilitate the specification task, have either limited expression power or their model-checking problem is undecidable [11, 13] . Second, there is little research on abstraction in the quantitative setting [14] , which would allow us to reduce the size of quantitative models, presented as weighted automata.
We approach both problems using learning of weighted automata. We can apply the learning framework to facilitate writing quantitative specifications and make it more accessible to non-experts. For abstraction purposes, we study approximate learning, having in mind that approximation of a system can significantly reduce its size.
We focus on weighted automata over infinite words which compute the long-run average of weights [15] . Such automata express interesting quantitative properties [15, 23] and admit polynomial-time algorithms for basic decision questions [15] . Some of the interesting properties can be only expressed by non-deterministic automata [15] , but every non-deterministic weighted automaton is approximated by some deterministic weighted automaton on almost all words [29] . This means that, by allowing some small margin of error, we can focus on deterministic automata while being able to model important system properties, such as minimal response time, minimal number of errors, the edit distance problem [23] , and the specification repair framework from [10] .
We therefore focus on approximate learning under probabilistic semantics, which corresponds to the average-case analysis in quantitative verification [16] . We treat words as random events and functions defined by weighted automata as random variables. In this setting, an automaton A -approximates A if the expected difference between A and A (over all words) is bounded by . We consider two learning approaches: passive and active.
In passive learning, we think of an automaton as a black-box. This might be a program, a specification, a working correct system to be replaced or abstracted, or even only some examples of how the automaton should work. Our goal is to construct a weighted automaton based on this black-box model by observing only inputs and outputs of the model.
In active learning, we assume presence of an interactive teacher that reveals the values of given examples and verifies whether a provided automaton is as intended; if not, the teacher responses with a witness, which is a word showing the difference between the constructed automaton and the intended automaton. This does not necessary mean that the teacher is familiar with the weighted automata formalism -to provide a witness, they may simply run the constructed automaton in parallel with the black-box and, if at any point their behaviors differ, provide the appropriate input to the learning algorithm. Our contributions. We start with a discussion on the setting for learning problems. The first step is to find a suitable representation for samples; not all infinite words have finite representations. A natural idea is to use ultimately periodic words in samples; we study such samples. However, the probability distribution over ultimately periodic words is very different from the uniform distribution over infinite words. Therefore, we also consider samples consisting of a finite word u labeled with the expected value over all extensions of u. The probability distribution over such samples is closer to the uniform distribution over infinite words.
Then we study the passive learning problem. We show that for unique characterization of an automaton, we need a sample of exponential size. We study the complexity of the problem of finding an automaton that fits the whole sample. The problem, without additional restrictions, has a trivial and overfitting solution. To mitigate this, we impose bounds on automata size, and show that then the problem is NP-complete.
For active learning, we show that the problem of learning an almost-exact automaton can be solved in polynomial time, and finding an automaton of bounded size that approximates the target one cannot be done in polynomial time if P = NP. We conclude with a discussion on different probability distributions. Related work. The probably approximately correct (PAC) learning, introduced in [35] , is a general passive learning framework applied to various objects (DNF/CNF formulas, decision trees, automata, etc.) [26] . PAC learning of deterministic finite automata (DFA) has been extensively studied despite negative indicators. First, the sample fitting problem for DFA, where the task is to construct a minimal-size DFA consistent with a given sample, has been shown NP-complete [21] . Even approximate sample fitting, where we ask for a DFA at most polynomially greater than a miniaml-size DFA, remains NP-complete [34] . Second, it has been shown that existence of a polynomial-time PAC learning algorithm for DFA would break certain cryptographic systems (such as RSA) and hence it is unlikely [25] . Despite these negative results, it has been empirically shown that DFA can be efficiently learned [27] . In particular, if we assume structural completeness of a sample, then it determines a minimal DFA [32] . Pitt posed a question whether DFA are PAC-learnable under the uniform distribution [33] , which remains open [2] .
Angluin showed that DFA can be learned in polynomial time, if the learning algorithm can ask membership and equivalence queries [1] . This approach proved to be very fruitful and versatile. Angluin's algorithm has been adapted to learn NFA [12] , automata over infinite words [3, 20] , nominal automata over infinite alphabets [31] , weighted automata over words [9] and weighted automata over trees [22, 28] . Recently, there has been a renewed interest in learning weighted automata [8, 28, 6, 5, 7] . These results apply to weighted automata over fields [18] , which work over finite words. We, however, consider limit-average automata, which work over infinite words and cannot be defined using a field or even a semiring. Furthermore, we consider weighted (limit-average) automata under probabilistic semantics [16, 29] , i.e., we consider functions represented by automata as random variables.
2
The setting
Given a finite alphabet Σ of letters, a word w is a finite or infinite sequence of letters. We denote the set of all finite words over Σ by Σ * , and the set of all infinite words over Σ by Σ ω . For a word w, we define w[i] as the i-th letter of w, and we define w [i, j] as the subword
We use the same notation for vectors and sequences; we assume that sequences start with 0 index. A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a tuple (Σ, Q, q 0 , F, δ) consisting of the alphabet Σ, a finite set of states Q, the initial state q 0 ∈ Q, a set of final states F , and a transition function δ :
A (deterministic) LimAvg-automaton extends a DFA with a function C : δ → Q that defines rational weights of transitions. The size of such an automaton A, denoted by |A|, is the sum of the number of states of A and the lengths of binary encodings of all the weights.
A run π of a LimAvg-automaton A on a word w is a sequence of states
is the initial state and for every i > 0 we have δ(
We do not consider ω-accepting conditions and assume that all infinite runs are accepting. Every run π of A on an infinite word w defines a sequence of weights C(π) of successive transitions of A, i.e., C(π) [ 
The value of the run π is then defined as LimAvg(π) = lim sup k→∞ Avg(C(π) [0, k] ), where for finite runs π we have Avg(C(π)) = Sum(C(π))/|C(π)|. The value of a word w assigned by the automaton A, denoted by L A (w), is the value of the run of A on w.
We consider three classes of probability measures on words over the alphabet Σ. U n , for n ∈ N, is the uniform probability distribution on Σ n assigning each word the probability |Σ| −n .
G(λ), for a termination probability λ ∈ Q + ∩ (0, 1), is such that for u ∈ Σ * we have
Observe that the probability of words of the same length is equal, and the probability of generating a word of length k is (1 − λ) k · λ. We can consider this as process generating finite words, which stops after each step with probability λ. U ∞ is the uniform probability measure on Σ ω . Formally, we define U ∞ on basic sets 
We consider automata as generators of random variables -two automata are almost equivalent if they define the almost equal random variables. Formally, we say that A 1 and A 2 are almost equivalent if and only if for almost all words w we have L A1 (w) = L A2 (w). Note that almost all words means all except for words from some Y of probability 0.
LimAvg-automata considered over probability distributions are equivalent to Markov chains with the long-run average objectives presented in [4, Section 10. Theorem 1 has important consequences. First, we can contract each bottom SCC to a single state with self-loops of the same weight x being the expected value of that SCC. We refer to x as the value of that SCC. Such an operation does not affect almost equivalence. Second, while reasoning about LimAvg-automata, we can neglect all weights except for the values of bottom SCCs. We will omit weights other than the values of bottom SCCs. Samples. A sample is a set of labeled examples of some (hidden) function L : Σ ω → R. In the classical automata-learning approach words are finite, and hence they can be presented as examples along with the information whether the word belongs to the hidden language or not. In the infinite-word case, however, words cannot be given directly to a learning algorithm. We present two alternative solutions for this problem. One is to restrict examples to ultimately periodic words, which have finite presentation, and the other is to consider finite words and ask for conditional expected values. We discuss both approaches below.
To distinguish samples with different types of labeled examples, we call them U -samples, E-samples and (E, n)-samples. 1. Ultimately periodic words. Consider an example being an ultimately periodic word uv ω . It can presented as a pair of finite words (u, v) and we consider labeled examples (u, v, x) , where u, v ∈ Σ * and x = L(uv ω ). A set of labeled examples (u, v, x) is called an U -sample. To draw a random U -sample, we consider finite words u, v to be selected independently at random according to distributions G(λ 1 ) and G(λ 2 ) for some λ 1 , λ 2 . For such a set of pairs of words, we label them according to the function L.
Conditional expected values.
We consider examples, which are finite words u ∈ Σ * . A labeled example is a pair (u, x) , where x = E(L | uΣ ω ) is the conditional expected value of L under the condition that random words start with u. For such labeled examples we consider E-samples consisting of labeled words of various length, and (E, n)-samples consisting of words of length n. We assume that finite words for random E-samples are drawn according to a distribution G(λ) for some λ, and finite words for random (E, n)-samples are drawn according to the uniform distribution U n .
We only consider minimal consistent samples, i.e., samples that do not contain examples whose value can be computed from other examples in the sample. For instance, {(a, a, 0), (a, aa, 1)} is an inconsistent U -sample, and {(aa, 0), (ab, 2 ), (a, 1)} is an inconsistent E-sample over {a, b}.
Remark 2 (Incompatible distributions). Note that the distribution on ultimately periodic words differ from the uniform distribution on infinite words. The set of ultimately periodic words is countable and hence it has probability 0 (according to the distribution U ∞ ). Moreover, almost all infinite words contain all finite words as infixes, whereas this is not the case for ultimately periodic words under any probability distribution.
Remark 3 (Feasibility of conditional expectation). Consider a
. If we consider A to be a black-box, which can be controlled, then E(L | uΣ ω ) can be approximated in the following way. We pick random words v 1 , . . . , v k of length k, compute partial averages in A of uv 1 , . . . , uv k and then take the average of these values. The probability that this process returns a value -close to E(L | uΣ ω ) converges to 1 at exponential rate with k.
Passive learning
Passive learning corresponds to a scenario with an uncontrolled working black-box system. The learner can only observe system's output, and its goal is to create an approximate model of the system. This task comprise of two problems. The first problem, characterization, is to assess whether the observations cover most, if not all, behaviors of the system. The second one, called sample fitting, is to create a reasonable automaton consistent with the observations. In this section we discuss both problems.
Characterization
A sample can cover only small part of the system. It is sometimes argued [27, 32] , however, that if a sample is large enough, then it is likely to cover most, if not all, important behaviors. We show that for some LimAvg-automata, randomly drawn samples of size less than exponential are unlikely to demonstrate any probable values. Let ||S|| denote the sum of the lengths of all the examples in a sample S. A sample distinguishes two automata if it is consistent with exactly one of them. We show the following.
Theorem 4. For any n there are two automata A n , A n of size n+4 such that for almost all words w we have
(for any k) S distinguishes A n and A n with the probability at most
Proof. Consider the alphabet {a, b} and n ∈ N. We construct a LimAvg-automaton A n with n + 4 states. We use n + 2 states to find the first occurrence of the infix a n b in the standard manner. When such an infix is found, the automaton moves to a state q a if the following letter is a and to a state q b otherwise. In q a it loops with the weight 1 and in q b it loops with the weight −1. All other weights are 0. So A n returns 1 if the first occurrence of a n b if followed by a, −1 if it is followed by b, and 0 if there is no a n b. The automaton A n has the same structure as A n , but the weights −1 and 1 are swapped.
We first observe that A n and A n differ over almost all infinite words. Indeed, an infinite word with probability 1 contains the infix a n b, and so on almost all words one of the automata returns −1 and the other one 1. Consider a sample S (it can be an E-sample, (E, k)-sample or U -sample). This sample distinguishes automata A n and A n only if it contains an example with the infix a n b (in case of U -samples, this means that this infix occurs in uv of some example (u, v) ) -all other examples for both automata are the same. The probability that S contains a n b as an infix of one of its examples is bounded by ||S|| 2 n+1 . Indeed, the number of positions in all words is ||S|| and the probability that a n b occurs on some specific position is at most 1 2 n+1 for all types of samples and any k > 0 (if k < n + 1, the probability is 0). Therefore to be able to distinguish just two automata with probability 1 − , we need a sample such that ||S|| 2 n+1 > 1 − , which for fixed < 1 is of exponential size. We show that the exponential upper bound is sufficient. U -samples. If automata A 1 , A 2 of size n recognize different languages, then there is a word uw ω such that L A1 (uw ω ) = L A2 (uw ω ) and the length of u and w is bounded by n 2 . Assume for simplicity that λ = λ 1 = λ 2 . If the sample size is at least |Σ|
2 ·λ −2 , then with probability 1 − a random sample contains all such words, and so distinguishes all the automata of size n. E-samples. E-samples do not distinguish almost-equivalent automata, hence we cannot learn automata exactly. However, exponential samples are enough to learn automata up to almost equivalence. To see that consider two automata A 1 and A 2 of size n that are not almost equivalent. Due to Theorem 1 there is a word u ∈ Σ * such that u reaches bottom SCCs in both A 1 and A 2 , and these bottom SCCs have different expected values. Using standard pumping argument, we can reduce the size of u to at most n 2 . So if the sample size is at least |Σ|
, then with probability 1 − it contains all words u of size n 2 , and therefore distinguishes all automata of size n. For (E, n)-samples, the reasoning is the similar, assuming n is quadratic in the size of the automaton: the sufficient sample size is |Σ| n · ln
Consequences for PAC learning
We discuss the consequences of our results to the probably approximately correct (PAC) model of learning [35] . In the PAC framework, the learning algorithm should work independently of the probability distribution on samples. However, variants of the PAC framework have been considered where the distribution on samples is uniform [24] . In particular, PAC learning of DFA under the uniform distribution over words is a long-standing open problem [33, 2] . We restrict the classical PAC model and assume that observations are drawn according to the distributions U n , G(λ) (as discussed in Section 2) and the quality of the learned automaton is assessed using the uniform distribution over infinite words U ∞ .
Problem 5 (PAC learning under fixed distributions). Given , δ ∈ Q + , n ∈ N and an oracle returning random labeled examples consistent with some automaton A T of size n, construct an automaton A such that with probability 1
As a consequence of Theorem 4, there is no PAC-learning algorithm for LimAvg-automata with U -samples (resp., E-samples or (E, k)-samples) that uses samples of polynomial size; in particular, there is no such algorithm working in polynomial time.
Theorem 6. The class of LimAvg-automata is not PAC-learnable with
U -samples, E- samples or (E, k)-samples.
Sample fitting
Once we have a sample, the problem of finding an automaton fitting the sample can be solved in polynomial time in a trivial way: we create an automaton that is a tree such that every word of a given sample leads to a different leaf in this tree, and then we add loops with appropriate values in the leaves (similarly to a prefix tree acceptor [17] for finite automata). This solution leads to an automaton that overfits the samples, as it works well only for the sample and it is unlikely to work well with words not included in the sample. Besides, the automaton is linear in the size of the sample, not in the size of the black-box system. For
. . a n : 0 a 1 : 0 a 2 : 1 a 3 . . . a n : 0 a 1 , a 2 : 0 a 3 : 1 a 4 . . . a n : 0 a 1 . . . a n−1 : 0 a n : 1 Figure 1 The canonical automaton Aϕ from the proof of Theorem 8 a fixed automaton we can construct arbitrarily large U-samples (or E-samples) consistent with it and hence the gap between the size of such an automaton and the black-box system is arbitrarily large. To exclude such solutions, we restrict the size of the automaton to be constructed. We study the following problem.
Problem 7 (Sample fitting). Given a sample S and n ∈ N, construct a LimAvg-automaton with at most n states, which is consistent with S.
The decision version of this problem only asks whether such an automaton exists. We show that this problem is NP-complete, regardless of the sample representation. For hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem SAT 0 [17], which is the SAT problem restricted to CNF formulas such that each clause contains only positive literals or only negative literals.
Theorem 8. The sample fitting problem is NP-complete for U -samples.
Proof. The membership in NP follows from the following observation: if n is greater than the total length of the samples, then return yes as the tree-like solution works. Otherwise, non-deterministically pick an automaton of the size n and check whether it fits the sample.
The NP-hardness proof is inspired by the construction from [17, Theorem 6.2.1]. For a given instance of the SAT 0 problem ϕ = n i=1 C i over variables x 1 , . . . , x n (not all variables need to occur in ϕ), we construct a U -sample S ϕ such that there is an automaton with n states fitting S ϕ if and only if ϕ is satisfiable.
We fix the alphabet {a i , c i , Assume that ϕ is satisfiable and let σ : {x 1 , . . . , x n } → {0, 1} be a satisfying valuation. Then, we construct an automaton A ϕ consistent with the sample S ϕ starting from the structure presented in Figure 1 . Then, we add the following transitions:
for each i, a loop in q i on the letter t with the value σ(x i ), for each i, j, a loop in q i on the letter d j with the value 1 if x i is in C j and 0 otherwise, for each clause C i , if C i is satisfied because of a variable x j , then we add a transition from q i to q j over b (if there are multiple possible variables, we choose any).
The remaining transitions can be set in arbitrary way. The obtained automaton A ϕ is consistent with the sample S ϕ . Now assume that there is an automaton A of n states, which is consistent with the sample. We show that the valuation σ such that σ(
. . a n a 2 a 1 a 3 . . . a n a n a 1 . . . a n−1 c 1 * : 1 * Figure 2 A picture of the canonical automaton from the proof of Theorem 9. All the weights are 0 except from transitions from the state qT state where the automaton A is after reading the word c i . By S1, all the states q 1 , . . . , q n are pairwise different. Since there are only n states, q 1 , . . . , q n are all the states of A. Now consider any clause C i . Let q j be the state of A after reading c i b. Notice that by S3, the value of d ω i in q j is 1, and by S2, this means that x j is in C i . If C i contains only positive literals, then the value of t ω in q j is 1 by S4, which means that σ(x j ) = 1 and that C i is satisfied. The other case is symmetric.
Theorem 9. The sample fitting problem is NP-complete for E-samples.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 8. For the NP-hardness, the sample now is obtained from the sample in the proof of Theorem 8 by replacing every triple (u, v, x) by the pair (uv, x). However, now we ask for an automaton of size n + 2. If there is a valuation that satisfies a given set of clauses, then one can construct an automaton based on the one presented in Figure 2 .
On the other hand, if there is an automaton fitting the sample, then it has to have a state where the expected value of any word is 0, a state where the expected value of any word is 1, and n different states reachable by each c 1 , . . . , c n . The rest of the proof is virtually the same as in Theorem 8, except that now we define σ such that σ(x i ) is the expected value of words with the prefix c i t.
The above proofs also work with some natural relaxations of the sample fitting problem. For example, if we only require the automaton to fit the samples up to some < 1 2 , then the proofs still hold since we use only weights 0 and 1. Another relaxation for the E-samples case is to allow the automaton to give wrong values for some samples as long as the summarized probability of the examples with wrong value is less than some . However, since all the words are of the length at most three, the probability of uΣ ω for each example u is greater than 1 (3n+2) 4 (recall that |Σ| = 3n + 2), which means that for any < 1 (3n+2) 4 for every example some its extension must fit and hence the whole sample must fit.
Active learning
In the active case, the learning algorithm can ask queries to an oracle, which is called the teacher, which has a (hidden) function L : Σ ω → R and answers two types of queries:
expectation queries: given a finite word u, the teacher returns E(L | uΣ ω ), -consistency queries: given an automaton A, if L A -approximates L (i.e., E(|L − L A |) ≤ ), the teacher returns YES, otherwise the teacher returns a word u such that
In the active learning case we consider two problems: approximate learning and rigid approximate learning. We first define approximate learning:
Problem 10 (Approximate learning). Given ∈ Q + ∪ {0} and a teacher with a (hidden) function L, construct a LimAvg-automaton A such that L A -approximates L and A has the minimal number of state among such automata.
Approximate learning
We define a decision problem, called approximate minimization, which can be solved in polynomial-time having a polynomial-time approximate learning algorithm.
Problem 11 (Approximate minimization). Given a LimAvg-automaton A, n ∈ N and ∈ Q + , the approximate minimization problem asks whether there exists a LimAvg-automaton A with at most n states such that E(|L A − L A |) ≤ .
An efficient learning algorithm can be used to efficiently compute approximate minimization of a given LimAvg-automaton A; we can run it and compute answers to queries of the learning algorithm in polynomial time in |A| [4]. We show that the approximate minimization problem is NP-complete, which means that approximate learning cannot be done in polynomial time if P = N P .
Theorem 12. The approximate minimization problem is NP-complete.
Proof sketch. The problem is contained in NP as we can non-deterministically pick an automaton with n states and check whether it -approximates A. v∈Dj v − u j 1 ≤ t? BKMP has been shown NP-complete in [30] . To ease the reduction, we consider a variant of BKMP, called Modified BKMP, where we assume that 0, 1 belong to the instance and the solution and some additional constraints. The Modified BKMP is also NP-complete.
Intuitively, we select the vector with the first letter and the vector's component with the second letter. This language can be defined with a tree-like LimAvg-automaton A C .
We 
Rigid approximate learning
One of the drawbacks of the standard approximation is that the counterexamples may be dubious, if not useless. We illustrate this with an example. The teacher can do it as long as the algorithm does not know the whole B, which takes Ω(|B|) queries to learn. Yet even if the algorithm learns the whole B and returns the 0.7 for the words starting with b, the expected difference is 0.5 · 0.3 = 0.15. It follows that to learn the approximation, the algorithm needs to learn something about v.
Suppose that the algorithm did not learn the whole B. Then, to learn something nontrivial about words starting with b, it has to ask an expectation query containing v. Since the learning algorithm is deterministic, it asks the same expectation queries for different words v. Therefore, for every learning algorithm there are words v that can be learned only after asking queries of the total length 2 Ω(|v|) . It follows that any learning algorithm has to ask queries of total length Ω(|B|) or 2 Ω(|v|) , which totals to 2 Ω(n) .
In Example 13 we assumed an antagonistic teacher, which misleads the algorithm on purpose. But even with a stochastic teacher, it is not known whether "fixing" a given random counterexample is a step towards better approximation. To resolve this issue, we consider a stronger notion of approximation, called rigid approximation, where we require all conditional expected values to be -close, i.e., for all words u ∈ Σ * we have E(|L 1 − L 2 | | uΣ ω ) ≤ . In this framework counterexamples are certain, i.e., if for some u ∈ Σ * , the expectation over uΣ ω is more than off the intended value, it has to be modified. Formally, we define the problem as follows:
Problem 14 (Rigid approximate learning). Given ∈ Q + and a teacher with a (hidden) function L, construct an automaton A such that L A is a rigid -approximation of L and A has the minimal number of state among such automata.
Even though the counterexamples are certain in this framework, we observe that this does not eliminate ambiguity. For instance, there can be multiple automata with the minimal number of states. Figure 3 The automaton A1 approximated by two minimal non-equivalent automata and the automaton Aexp approximated by exponentially many non-equivalent automata Example 15 (Non-unique minimalization). Consider the automaton A 1 depicted in Figure 3 and = 1 4 . Any automaton A, which is a rigid -approximation of L A1 , has at least two bottom SCCs and hence it requires at least 3 states. Therefore the automata A 2 , A 3 depicted in Figure 3 , which -approximate L A1 , have the minimal number of states. This shows that there can be multiple correct answers to in the rigid approximate learning problem.
Based on this example, we construct the automaton A exp parametrized by n ∈ N depicted in Figure 3 , which has O(n) states and there are exponentially many (in n) minimal nonequivalent automata, which are rigid 1 8n -approximations of L Aexp . As in the approximate learning case, efficient rigid approximate learning enables us to solve efficiently the following rigid approximate minimization problem.
Problem 16 (Rigid approximate minimization). Given a LimAvg-automaton A, n ∈ N and ∈ Q + , construct a LimAvg-automaton A with at most n states such that for all words
First, we consider a naive approach to solve the rigid approximate minimization problem based on state merging. We start with an input automaton A, merge its states to maintain the property that the automaton with merged states A rigidly -approximates L A . We terminate if the automaton is minimal, i.e., merging any two states of A violates the property. However, it may happen that q 1 can be merged either with q 2 or q 3 , but not with both. We show in the following example that the choice of merged states can have profound impact on the size of a minimal automaton.
Example 17 (Minimal automata of different size). Assume n ∈ N and the function L that returns 0 on words from aΣ n aΣ ω , 1 on bΣ n bΣ ω , and 0.5 otherwise. Let A be a minimal automaton defining such a language, as depicted in Figure 4 . Let = 1 4 . To minimize A, we can merge it to the automaton A S with 3 states or to A L with n + 3 states. Observe that A S and A L are rigid -approximations of L A . For A S , it is because for every word au we have E(A B | auΣ ω ) ∈ {0, 0.5} and hence it is -close to 0.25, and similarly for ba. For A L , it is because for every u of length at least n + 2 the expected value of A L is 0.75 or 0.25 depending on the (n + 2)th letter of u whereas for A it is in {0.5, 1} or in {0, 0.5}, resp. For shorter u, we simply observe that the difference of expected values w.r.t. to a word does not exceed the maximal difference in its suffixes.
The automaton A L is minimal, as there are no states that can be merged. Therefore, the difference and even the ratio between the sizes of both automata are unbounded.
We show that the rigid approximate minimization problem is NP-complete, which implies that there is no polynomial-time rigid approximate learning algorithm (unless P = N P ). Proof sketch. The rigid approximate minimization problem is in NP. We show that it is NP-hard. We define a problem, which is an intermediate step in our reduction.
Given n, k ∈ N and vectors C = { v 1 , . . . , v n } ⊆ {0, 4 -vector cover problem is NP-complete; the NP-hardness is via reduction from the dominating set problem. We show that the 1 4 -vector cover problem reduces to the rigid approximate minimization problem
. Such L C can be defined with a a tree-like LimAvg-automaton A C . Let = 1 4 . We show that an instance n, k, C of the 1 4 -vector cover problem has a solution if and only if A C has a rigid -approximation with k + 3 states.
Assume that there is A with k + 3 states such that for all words u ∈ Σ * we have
, then words u 1 and u 2 lead (from the initial state) to different states in A . It follows that A has at least 3 states that are no successors of the initial state: the initial state and (at least two) states that correspond to bottom SCCs. We define vectors u 1 , . . . , u k from the successors of the initial state of A . Formally, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we define a vector y i as
. There are at most k different vectors among y 1 , . . . , y n and we take these distinct vectors as
Conversely, assume that the instance n, k, C has a solution. 
5
Almost-exact learning
The almost-exact learning the minimal automaton is defined as follows.
Problem 19 (Almost-exact learning). Given a teacher with a (hidden) function L, construct a LimAvg-automaton A such that L A is a 0-approximation of L.
Notice that for functions L and L A , the following conditions are equivalent:
We show that there is a polynomial-time algorithm for almost-exact learning. Proof. We define a relation ≡ 0 L on finite words u, v ∈ Σ * as follows 
we assign the value of all outgoing transitions (which are self-loops) to E(L | uΣ ω ). For the remaining transitions we set the weights to 0 (due to Theorem 1 these weights are irrelevant as they do not change any of the expected values). Observe that
A classical result of [1] states that DFA can be learned in polynomial time using membership and equivalence queries. We adapt this result here. The learning algorithm for LimAvg-automata maintains a pair (Q, T ), where Q, the set of access words, contains different representatives the right congruence relation, and T , the set of test words, contains words that approximate the right congruence relation. T defines the relation ≡ T such that
The algorithm maintains two properties: separability: all different words u 1 , u 2 ∈ Q belong to different equivalence classes of ≡ T , and closedness; for all u 1 ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ there is u 2 ∈ Q with u 1 a ≡ T u 2 . Each separable and closed pair (Q, T ) defines a LimAvg-automaton A Q,T , which can be tested for 0-consistency against the teacher's function. If the teacher provides a counterexample u, then it is used to extend Q and T . To do so, we split u into
Let v 1 be a word from Q that is ≡ T -equivalent to v 1 . We take Q = Q ∪ {v 1 a}, T = T ∪ {v 2 } and close (Q , T ) using expectation queries and test the equivalence again. We repeat this until we get a LimAvg-automaton defining almost equivalent to L.
The proof of correctness of this algorithm is a straightforward modification of the proof of correctness of the algorithm from [1] , and thus it is omitted.
Non-uniform distributions
So far we only discussed the uniform distribution of words. Here we briefly discuss whether Theorem 20 can be generalized to arbitrary distributions, represented by Markov chains. We assume that the Markov chain is given to a learning algorithm in the input. Markov chains. A (finite-state discrete-time) Markov chain is a tuple Σ, S, s 0 , E , where Σ is the alphabet of letters, S is a finite set of states, s 0 is an initial state, E : S × Σ × S → [0, 1] is an edge probability function, which for every s ∈ S satisfies a∈Σ,s ∈S E(s, a, s ) = 1.
The probability of a finite word u w.r.t. a Markov chain M, denoted by P M (u), is the sum of probabilities of paths from s 0 labeled by u, where the probability of a path is the product of probabilities of its edges. For basic open sets u · Σ ω = {uw | w ∈ Σ ω }, we have
, and then the probability measure over infinite words defined by M is the unique extension of the above measure [19] . We will denote the unique probability measure defined by M as P M .
Observe that the uniform distribution can be expressed with a (single-state) Markov chain and hence all the lower bounds from Section 3 and Section 4 still hold.
Non-vanishing Markov chains. A Markov chain M is non-vanishing if for all words
The almost-exact active learning over distributions given by non-vanishing Markov chains can be solved in polynomial time using Theorem 20. For every measurable set X, non-vanishing Markov chain M we have P M (X) > 0 if and only if P(X) > 0. Thus, almost-exact learning over M and over the uniform distribution coincide. General Markov chains. The proof for the uniform distribution does not extend to vanishing Markov chains because the relation ≡ 0 L is not a right congruence. This cannot be simply fixed as we show that learning cannot be done in polynomial time, assuming P = NP. We define the almost-exact minimization problem as an instance of the approximate minimization problem with = 0. Having a polynomial-time algorithm for almost-exact learning, we can solve the almost-exact minimization problem in polynomial time.
Theorem 21. The almost-exact minimization problem for LimAvg-automata under distributions given by Markov chains is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in NP as we can non-deterministically pick an automaton A and check in polynomial time whether LimAvg-automata A and A are almost equivalent w.r.t. a given Markov chain.
We reduce the sample fitting problem, which is NP-complete for E-samples (Theorem 9), to the almost-exact minimization problem. Consider a finite E-sample S based on words u 1 , . . . , u k . Let M S be a Markov chain which assigns probability 1 k to u i Σ ω , for each i, and 0 to words not starting with any of u i . On each u i Σ ω , M S defines the uniform distribution. Let A S be a a tree-like LimAvg-automaton consistent with S. Both, M S and A S are of polynomial size in S. Observe that every automaton A, which is consistent with S (according to the uniform distribution over infinite words), is almost equivalent to A S (over P M ) and vice versa. Therefore, there is an automaton of n states almost equivalent to A S (under the distribution P M ) if and only if the sample fitting problem with S and n has a solution. 
